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David LeGault

Authorized Personnel Only
Do not reach, cross, or attempt to service
without disconnecting, without unloading.
Non toxic, but may interfere with breathing
if caught in the windpipe. Artificial respiration
may be authorized.
Long hair can become entangled
in the apparatus. The red light
is flashing. A gas hazard exists. Watch your step.
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Enter by permit only: the confined space.
Contains asbestos fiber, avoid creating
dust. Avoid cancer and lung disease: the hazard.
Avoid breathing
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asbestos. Do not bleed. The fire, restored
under high pressured gasses, is remotely operated
and may start without notice. Contents
under pressure.
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Stay out of the line of fire.
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Do not overload. Do not seek loads.
Do not use in the event of fire: emergency.
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Chemical fumes may be present. Do
not put hands, feet, or any part
of the body before the Sulfuric Acid, the
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hot Alkali. For industrial use. Do not play
in or around, for use of children,
infants, authorized personnel only.
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Watch for falling ice, stay out if work does not require use. Watch
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Lindsey Drager
for electrical hazards, the loose clothing and jewelry, the chlorine
activated by Hydrogen Sulfide valves, in accordance with
the Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS).
The sharp blade may be irritating to eyes and skin. Keep out of reach
of the glass vial. Do not break the glass vial.

The Baroque Pearls of
I brush my teeth too much.
My dentist says I am using this as
gums can't handle the abuse.

I tell her shelling out U.99 for a ne,
therapy.

The last time I went with my mothc
I, as usual, dressed up. I accompany I
waiting in the room with all the 01
over a four month old copy of Pea,
herself play with her hair while she
divorced black man. I dress up to j
patients there that people have valu
pearl necklace, the same one I wear

In the summer my teeth involuntar
ened skin. The mother of one of the
her no, that my mouth is all natural
slid across my pearly whites.

Teeth have been compared to peal
all pearls are not the perfectly roUl
processes. The malnourished pearh
called nacre, do not form in perfect
The pearls from the South Pacific
after time.

The black pearl in the human mout
rupture in the blood vessels within t
intrinsic discoloration because the
the damage can be seen through it~

The intrinsic damage in my life can

